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SUMMARY 

There has been a lot of focus on sales enablement and 
streamlining the sales process. That said, an overlooked but 
critical area of sales is the demonstration of the product or 
service. Also referred to as “the demo” (not to be confused with 
the sales value prop presentation), Aragon is predicting the shift 
to an automated and intelligent approach that we call demo 
automation.  
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Introduction  
 
One of the most critical areas in sales—almost always delivered by sales engineering—is the 
product demonstration, which is key to validating that the product or service meets the 
requirements of the buyer. One of the issues with product demonstrations is the sheer amount 
of time that it takes to prepare and deliver a great demonstration. Product demonstrations are 
one of the last areas of sales enablement that have not been automated.  
 
Sales organizations often lean heavily on sales engineers to give standard and customized 
demonstrations. However, given the era of SaaS applications and eCommerce, most enterprises 
don’t have the ability to deliver the number of demonstrations that buyers need in the time frame 
that they desire. Moreover, buyers now want access to product demos earlier in the buying 
process. Add to that the growing number of stakeholders involved in the purchasing decision 
who also need a demo at some point along the sales journey, and the challenge of scaling the 
pre-sales function becomes insurmountable. The good news is that there is a better way to do 
this through automation. In this Research Note, Aragon introduces the category of demo 
automation platforms, or DAPs. 
 
The Art and Science of Demos—And Winning in Sales 
 
The day the iPhone was announced in 2007 was really a watershed–even when it came to 
modern demonstrations. The late Steve Jobs showed that even a CEO can give an expert 
product demonstration. In fact, Jobs could be credited with bringing demonstrations into the 
modern era. It is all about the art and science of demonstrations, and it starts with architecting 
a great demo.  
 
However, not every demonstration is going to be about a new product launch, and Aragon feels 
that we have reached the point where many demonstrations can be automated using technology. 
Through automation, users can get a very good understanding of what the capabilities are, 
enough so that to push them to go further or just buy the product or service in question. Some 
demo automation vendors are even seeing customers implement a “low to no-touch 
demonstration” model at the lower end of the market and seeing success. 
 
Winning in sales is all about understanding needs and being able to demonstrate that the product 
or service one has will meet those needs. While many other parts of sales have been automated, 
including customer relationship management (CRM) and sales enablement—which is about 
content management and communications—demonstrations remain one of the last areas in 
sales that has yet to be automated.  
 
What Is Demo Automation and Why Is It Different? 
 
DAPs solve the problem associated with manual demos by allowing the creation of either 
standard demos or customized demos that can be offered in digital, interactive experiences with 
menus. Because demo automation can enable either partial or full automation this can free up 
sales engineers, who can then focus on the high-value customer interactions.  
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Demo automation is different because it can be enabled for self-service use, or it can be used 
by a systems engineer to curate parts of a demo during a major proof-of-concept meeting. 
Automation for demonstrations follows the general trend of being able to automate the creation 
of both communications and the creation of custom content via sales enablement platforms.  
 
Today, many of the demo automation solutions allow a user to select the modules they want to 
see, and then the automated demo is created and delivered on the fly.  
 
How Large Is the Demo Automation Market? 
 
The DAP market is related to but separate from the sales enablement market. Aragon estimates 
that the demo automation market is roughly around $700M in 2021 and will grow to $2.1 Billion 
by 2027 While this is smaller than the overall sales enablement market, demo automation is 
expected to see annual growth of 20%, making it one of the fastest growing markets (See Figure 
1). 

 
Figure 1: The growth of the demo automation market compared to overall sales enablement. 
 
The Role of Sales Engineers in Demo Automation 
 
As mentioned above, sales engineers spend much of their time giving product demonstrations 
to existing customers, but most of the time to new prospects. In many software categories today, 
there is tremendous demand for products and services and there just aren’t enough sales 
engineers to meet all the demand for demonstrations.  
 
Additionally, in the early part of a sale, a highly-customized killer demo is often not needed, as 
the prospect is not qualified. Most buyers at this stage need generic overviews that help them 
to further qualify the vendor on their shortlist. DAPs can be used to fill this part of the sales 
process, and thus free up sales engineers for highly-customized demos that might occur later in 
the sales cycle.  
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For sales engineers, demo automation will be well-received as it allows them to be much more 
productive than any time in the past. For enterprises, demo automation should help to advance 
sales pipelines in a significant way.  
 
The Key Elements of Demo Automation 
 
DAP solutions today allow for self-service customization of a demo. The five elements we have 
identified that make up a demo automation offering include (see Figure 2): 
 

● Demo authoring—outlining and module building 
 

● Uploading, screen recording, and editing 
 

● Publishing and video content management 
 

● User interaction and lead capture 
 

● Analytics 
 

● CRM integration 
 

 

 
Figure 2: The DAP architecture. 
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Demo Authoring—Outlining and Module Building 
 
To build a demo that can be self-service, the full demo needs to be built out and then modularized 
so that users can select the items that meet their needs in the demo automation journey builder. 
 
The demo outline (sometimes called a storyboard) is a critical part of the demo design. It should 
have different workflow scenarios that are targeted at different buyer personas or roles in the 
buying group. For example, the technical overview may not be suited for the decision maker but 
rather the administrator. 
 
While not all providers offer this, the ability to build a storyboard often then leads to a video being 
produced for each of the demo parts. While some providers recommend using a script, there is 
some evidence that outlined, non-scripted content produces better engagement. 
 
Recording and Editing 
 
Creating the different components of the demo by taking the outline or script and then recording 
the demo of each section is the next step in the creation of the automated demo. Paying attention 
to the screen capture quality is important as this shows off the product to a potential buyer. 
 
Editing is also important to fine-tune the captured video. Tweaking voice overs, music, and 
adding callouts to focus attention on key parts of the user interface can be an effective part of 
the editing process. Timing and pacing are key here, as most often, demo scenes are too long 
and should be optimized.  
 
Publishing and Video Content Management 
 
Once the demo modules are edited and complete, the automated demo is ‘published’ and made 
ready for usage. DAP tools can streamline the process of managing and serving video content 
in this way. 
 
Content management is one of the critical aspects of demo automation. Understanding the 
current version that is published is an important factor. There can be many different demo content 
sections, so being able to manage each part of a module or scene is important. Version control 
is also important as demos are updated, which can happen based on a fixed or variable 
schedule. 
 
User Interaction—Self Service Lead Capture 
 
With any DAP, it is important to understand how the demo is being received. There may be 
different levels of notifications based on user interactions. The initial notification to a team that 
the prospect has clicked on or signed up to view the demo is key. Timely notifications delivered 
in real-time are important. 
 
When an enterprise deploys a demo automation tool, there are generally two ways it can be 
used: self-service on a website or guided by a system engineer or sales representative. The self-
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service option represents a new way to engage what is often a passive prospect. The prospect 
wants to check out the product but may not want to talk with a sales rep just yet. With demo 
automation and an effective, interactive demo, self-service can enable much higher levels of 
engagement.  
 
Because demo automation enables self-service demos to be customized to each stakeholder’s 
unique interests, they can be a much more engaging approach than traditional YouTube videos 
or lengthy video conference recordings. In self-service early-stage engagements, demo 
automation also kicks off the qualification process—as a sales development rep or an inside AE 
can follow-up to see if the prospect is interested.  
 
Enterprises should monitor their engagement rates to see where drop-off occurs. If there are 
drop-offs where the entire demo is not watched, it may pay to edit and tweak the demo to see 
if engagement can be increased. 
 
Analytics 
 
Analytics about engagement is a critical part of a demo automation offering. The speed of the 
notifications is key, as timely follow-up with a prospect doing a self-service demonstration may 
have a high degree of interest right after experiencing a demonstration.  
 
Besides real-time analytics on user interaction, which should be part of any demo automation 
platform, there should also be a complete analytics capability with dashboards and reports. User 
interactions that can be grouped by accounts help to understand where an account may be in 
the sales cycle based on frequency of interaction, how many stakeholders are getting involved, 
and volume of engagement (such as view time). Management dashboards also can be valuable 
to understand differences in engagement by region and territory, time of day, and persona roles.  
 
Workflow: CRM and Email Integration 
 
While a DAP solution is its own standalone platform, integration with other parts of the sales and 
marketing stack is key. Of these, being able to automatically update the customer relationship 
management (CRM) opportunity records is important. This helps to keep the CRM updated in 
near real-time, which will save time. To reduce technology fatigue and increase the likelihood of 
demo automation adoption, reps should have the ability to send and track automated demos 
from the CRM as well as directly from common email platforms such as Google Workspace of 
Microsoft Outlook. 
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Demo Automation and the Need for Live and Self-Service  
 
Personalization is a trend and Aragon expects that the ability for a buyer to design their own 
demo via the demo automation user interface will be an appealing capability. That said, self-
service demos are new for many parts of the tech industry. 
 
In traditional sales scenarios where a system engineer is still involved, a demo automation allows 
an SE to give a tailored demo in the early stages of qualifying the customer. The system engineer 
can add custom commentary during the demo to help with engagement. They can also move 
around and navigate the demo based on responses from the prospect. 
 
Because SEs often spend so much time preparing for a demonstration, for early-stage demos 
demo automation can save significant time, which can be used by the SE to deliver more 
customized demos later in the sales cycle, as well as free up time to focus on more strategic 
activities. 
 
The Role of Analytics and AI in Demo Automation  
 
As discussed above, analytics is a key component of a DAP offering. It helps the sales 
organization recognize engagement in real-time and, once established, it can help to speed up 
the qualification process for early-stage buyers and help to speed it up for other qualified buyers 
as well. 
 
Analytics are shifting, and Aragon believes that predictive analytics will offer even more insight 
on behaviors and other data to predict if a prospect will buy. This is similar to predictive 
capabilities in CRM systems but because demos were not automated previously, it was hard to 
measure a possible outcome. Now, it is possible, and Aragon predicts that by YE 2024, 50% of 
demo automation providers will offer predictive analytics. 
 
Prediction: By YE 2022, 50% of demo automation providers will add predictive analytics to their 
platforms to enable identification of prospects who will eventually buy (60% probability). 
 
Why Versioning and Content Management Are Vital 
 
The need to be able to offer slightly different versions of a demo are important, as is the ability 
to measure what is going on. An example is the same demo with different language voice overs 
for multilingual markets.  
 
Understanding current performance of published demos and how they compare against the 
other versions of a demo is key. 
 
This makes the need for content management key. Version control is vital. Some enterprises may 
have many demonstrations that reuse many common components. 
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Key Markets Where Demo Automation Will Be Critical 
 
Demo automation will be a must-have set of capabilities in a 
number of markets including but not limited to: 
 

● Enterprise Software + High-Tech 
● Product Tours—Consumer and B2B 
● Partner Enablement  

 
Software and High Tech 
 
Enterprise software continues to be one of the fastest growing 
categories of all markets. There is a demand for more 
demonstrations that is exceeding the capabilities of the incumbent 
system engineers. Demo automation meets this need and offers the 
added benefit of allowing for a more guided experience. 
 
Product Tours—Consumer and B2B 
 
Product tours for both consumer products and B2B offerings are 
ideally suited for demo automation. Many buyers prefer to do their 
own due diligence and demo automation offerings enable them to 
customize their demo, which can also increase the likelihood of 
buying. 
 
Additionally, for high-end equipment, a customized product tour 
can help buyers make decisions faster on the models they want to 
procure. 
 
Partner Enablement 
 
One of the biggest challenges for channel sales is onboarding and 
training the channel sales and support organization. Often, the 
success or failure of a partner channel can be directly tied to the 
quality of the enablement, both training and ongoing support, 
including demonstrations. 
 
Another large benefit is that demo automation serves as a channel 
accelerator. It allows a provider a way to engage a larger audience 
in a shorter amount of time.  
 
How to Get Started with a Demo Automation Platform 
 
The best way to get started with a demo automation solution is to 
understand where your enterprise is with prospect engagement 
and demonstrations. 
 

Note 1: Consensus Overview 
 
Consensus focuses on digital presales 
with its interactive videos that deliver 
personalized and guided demo 
automation to users. 
 
Location:  Lehi, Utah 
 
CEO: Garin Hess 
  
Key Offerings: Solutions for 
Presales, Sales, Marketing and 
Channel partners 
 
Availability: Available now 
 
Website: www.goconsensus.com 
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If most demonstrations are live and custom, it means that demo automation offers a more 
interactive way, as well as self-service that is often not understood because it has not been 
offered before now. Consensus, for instance, is one provider that is offering a demo automation 
platform that now makes it possible to automate the use of videos for demos (see Note 1). 
 
Enterprises should make a list of their current products and services and the demonstrations 
currently being offered for each. Prioritize the products that are having the biggest impact on the 
bottom line and then you have the top candidate for the pilot project. 
 
A successful pilot project should lead to a go-live planning exercise. Note that once procured, 
demo automation offerings need to be managed and that is why a dedicated resource should be 
assigned to ensure that the platform is being utilized and that each product team is trained on 
how to offer an optimized demo experience.  
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Aragon Advisory 
 

● For enterprises that have products and services, particularly software and 
services, there is a need to invest in demo automation. 

● Enterprises should inventory the different types of demonstrations they 
currently offer in preparation of developing automated demos. 

● Enterprises who want to build in indirect channels for fulfillment, should also 
evaluate implementing demo automation. 

 

Bottom Line 
 
The race to automate the entire sales process will not be complete without a focus on 
demonstrations. Demo automation offerings will be one of the final steps needed to 
enable a new modern sales tech stack. The unique aspect of demo automation is that 
it enables both customers, sales reps, and most importantly sales engineers to be able 
to deliver a modern customized demo. As a new category, Aragon is forecasting strong 
growth for demo automation solutions. 

 

 


